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Affine manifolds with nilpotent holonomy

David Fried, William Goldman, Morris W. Hirsch

Introduction

An affine manifold is a differentiable manifold together with an atlas of
coordinate charts whose coordinate changes extend to affine automorphisms of
Euclidean space. Thèse charts are called affine coordinates. A map between affine
manifolds is called affine it its expression in affine coordinates is the restriction of
an affine map between vector spaces. Thus we form the category of affine
manifolds and affine maps.

Let M be a connected affine manifold of dimension n > 1, locally isomorphic
to the vector space E. Its universal covering M inherits a unique affine structure
for which the covering projection M —» M is an affine immersion. The group tt of
deck transformations acts on M by affine automorphisms.

It is well known that there is an affine immersion D : M —? E, called the
developing map. This follows, for example, from Chevalley's Monodromy
Theorem; a proof is outlined in Section 2. Such an immersion is unique up to
composition with an affine automorphism of E. Thus for every geir there is a

unique affine automorphism a (g) of E such that D°g a(g)°D. The resulting
homomorphism a : tt —> Aff (E) from tt into the group of affine automorphisms
of E is called the affine holonomy représentation. It is unique up to inner
automorphisms of Afï (E). The composition À : tt —» GL (E) is called the linear
holonomy représentation. The affine structure on M is completely determined by
the pair (D,a).

M is called complète when D is a homeomorphism. This is équivalent to
géodésie completeness of the connection on M (in which parallel transport is

locally defîned by affine charts as ordinary parallel transport in E). It is notorious
that compaetness does not imply completeness.

The main results of this paper are about affine manifolds whose affine

holonomy groups a(7r) are nilpotent. An important class of such manifolds are
the affine nilmanifolds ir\G. Hère u is a discrète subgroup of a simply connected

nilpoint Lie group G. It is assumed that G has a left-invariant affine structure; the

space of right cosets of tt then inherits an affine structure.
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488 D FRIED, W GOLDMAN AND M W HIRSCH

A tensor field on an affine manifold M is called polynomial if its components
; in affine cordinates are polynomial functions. In particular there is an exterior

algebra of polynomial exterior differential forms on M, closed under exterior
difïerentiation.

Our main results are summarized as follows.

THEOREM A. Let M be a compact affine manifold whose affine holonomy

group is nilpotent. Then the following conditions are équivalent:
(a) M is complète
(b) the developing map is surjective
(c) the linear holonomy is unipotent
(d) the linear holonomy préserves volume
(e) the affine holonomy is irreducible
(f) the affine holonomy is indécomposable
(g) M is a complète affine nilmanifold
(h) M has a polynomial volume form
(i) M is orientable and the de Rham cohomology of M is the cohomology of the

complex of polynomial exterior forms.

In Section 1 we collect several algebraic facts about affine représentations and

cohomology which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. In particular we
introduce the notations of irreducibility and indecomposability of an affine

représentation. Section 2 is géométrie and discusses affine structures and their
holonomy and development. The parallelism on an affine manifold is used to
describe several classes of tensors which hâve spécial descriptions in affine
coordinates. Left-invariant structures on Lie groups, which provide many examples

of affine manifolds, are introduced.
In Section 3 we defîne another large class of affine manifolds: the radiant

manifolds. Thèse are characterized by the property that the affine holonomy has a

stationary point. By choosing the origin to be such a point we identify the affine

holonomy with the linear holonomy. More generally, for any affine manifold M
we define a cohomology class cM which vanishes when precisely M is radiant. This
radiance obstruction is one of our principal tools.

Section 4 uses the cohomology theory developed in Section 1 to obtain several
results about nonradiant affine manifolds having nilpotent affine holonomy group.

In Section 5 we prove a technical resuit about nilpotent linear groups.
In Section 6, we prove the équivalence of (a)-(f) in Theorem A, using

techniques of Section 4 and the technical lemma from Section 5. (See 6.11).
Déformation of affine structures is discussed, and some solvable examples are

given.
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In Section 7 we prove that every compact complète affine manifold with
nilpotent fundamental group is an affine nilmanifold, establishing (g) of Theorem
A. Finally, in Section 8 we discuss polynomial tensors on affine manifolds with
nilpotent holonomy, completing the proof of Theorem A.

We hâve greatly profited from conversations with John Smillie. Many of the
results hère were first proved in his thesis under the assumption of abelian affine
holonomy. We are indebted to him for many valuable ideas.

1. Affine représentations and cohomology of groups

Throughout this paper E dénotes the real n-dimensional vector space Rn,
n > 1. The group of linear automorphisms of E is GL (E). An affine map E —» E
is the composition of a linear map and a translation. The group of affine
automorphisms of E is denoted by Afï (E).

Let g g Afï (E). There are unique éléments LgGL(E) and beE such that
g(x) Lx + b. We call L the linear part of g and b the translational part of g.

Notice that L dg(x), the derivative of g at x, for ail x g E; and b g(0).
An affine représentation of a group G is a homomorphism a : G —» Afï (E).

For each geG the affine automorphism a (g) décomposes into a linear part À (g)
and a translational part u(g). In this way E becomes a G-module via À and

u : G —» E is a crossed homomorphism, or cocycle, for À : for ail xeE, g,heG,

(1)

u(gh)=Il(g) + À(g)ll(h) (2)

Conversely, given any (linear) représentation À : G —> GL (E), and u : G —» E
satisfying (2), formula (1) defînes an affine représentation of G having linear part
A.

It is readily verified that y g E is a stationary point for a - that is, a(g)(y) y
for ail g g G - if and only if

w(g) y-A(g)y (3)

for ail geG. In this case u is called a principal crossed homomorphism, or a

coboundary, and we write u ôy. It is easily proved that u ôy if and only if a is

conjugate to the linear action À by the translation Ty : E —> E, Ty(x) x — y (that

We assume familiarity with the language of G-modules and their cohomology
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groups: whenever a linear représentation À : G —» GL (E) is given, E is called a

G-module, and vector spaces Hl(G : Ek) are defined for i 0,1, Often the

subscript À will be omitted. The only G-modules we consider are defined by real
finite-dimensional représentations.

Of primary interest are H° and H1. By définition H°(G : Ex) is the space of
stationary points of À, while ^(GiE^) is the quotient space of crossed

homomorphism for À modulo principal crossed homomorphisms. The élément of

^(GiEi) represented by u is the cohomology class of u, denoted by [u]. One

may interpret ^{G^E^) as the set of translational conjugacy classes of affine

représentations of G having linear part À.

The radiance obstruction of a is the cohomology class ca [u]gH1(G; E)
where u is the translational part of a. The following simple observation will be

very useful: ca =0 if and only if a is conjugate by a translation to its linear part;
and also ca=0 if and only if a has a stationary point.

Also of interest are the homology groups Ht(G; Ex), of which we need only
Ho. For a gênerai définition the reader is referred to Atiyah-Wall [3]. The

homology group HO(G;EX) is by définition E/K where K is the linear subspace

spanned by

{x-À(g)x : xeE and geG}.

Let E* Hom (E, R) dénote the dual space of E. The contragredient représentation

of À is

Àf(g) : w ¦-* woACg"1), w€E*.

It is readily proved that H°(G;E*) and H0(G;E) are dual vector spaces under
the paring

H0(G,E*)xH0(G,E)-»R
+ w(x)

The following resuit, proved in Hirsch [20] (see also Dwyer [46]), will be used

repeatedly:

1.1. LEMMA. Let G be a nilpotent group and E a G-module. Then

H°(G ; E) 0 implies H1 (G ; E) 0 for ail i > 0.
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From this we deduce:

1.2. THEOREM. Let G be a nilpotent group, E a G-module. Then the

following are équivalent:

(a) H°(G ; E) 0, (b) H°(G ; E*) 0,
(c) H0(G ; E) 0, (d) H0(G ; E*) 0

Proof. Suppose H°(G;E) 0. Let H0(G;E) E/K as before. The exact

séquence 0 —» K —* E -> E/K" —? 0 détermines an exact séquence

0 -* H°(G; K) -> H°(G; E) -> H°(G; E/K) -> H^G; K).

Since H°(G;E) 0, by exactness, H°(G;K) 0. By Lemma 1.1, H\G;K) 0,
and now by exactness H°(G;E/K) 0. But G acts trivially on E/K, so

H°(G; E/K) 0 implies E/K 0. Thus H0(G; E) 0.

This proves (a)^(c). The other implications follow from this and the dualities

H0(G;E*) H°(G;E)*. QED.

1.3. COROLLARY. Let G be a nilpotent group and E a G-module. If
H1(G;E)^0, then G leaves fixed a nonzero vector in E and a nonzero linear
functional in E*.

A G-module E is unipotent if for every geG the operator g — I is a nilpotent
linear endomorphism of E (i.e. (g-I)n 0 where n=dimE). We call an affine

représentation unipotent if its linear part defines a unipotent module.
It is well known that E is unipotent if and only if E has a vector space basis in

ternis of which G is represented by upper triangular matrices ail of whose

diagonal entries are l's (see e.g. Humphreys [23]). Even if E is not unipotent
there is a unique maximal submodule Evc:E upon which G acts unipotently,
called the Fitting submodule.

1.4. LEMMA. H°(G;E/Eu) 0.

Proof. If x 4-Elt g H°(G; E/Ev), then the submodule spanned by x and Ev is

unipotent. Hence x e Ev by maximality. QED.
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An affine représentation a : G -^ Aff(E) is reducible if a(G) leaves invariant
a proper affine subspace Foc: E. Let FcEbe the linear subspace of which Fo is a

coset. Then a(G) permutes the cosets of F, so there is induced an affine

représentation G —? Aff (JE/F), having a stationary point at the coset Fo. If a is

not reducible it is called irreducible.

An affine représentation with a stationary point is called radiant. This is a

spécial case of reducible (and also of decomposable, defîned below). Every linear
représentation is a radiant affine représentation, and every radiant représentation
is conjugate to a linear one by a translation.

A reducible affine représentation a may hâve the stronger property of being
decomposable (compare Zassenhaus [45]). This means that there is a splitting
E EX®F, E1^E, invariant under the linear part of a, with some coset of Ex
invariant under a. We call EX(BF a décomposition of a. The radiant case E1 0,

F E is allowed. If a does not hâve a décomposition, a is indécomposable.

Evidently irreducibility implies indecomposability.

1.5. THEOREM. Let a : G —» Aff(E) be an indécomposable affine représentation

of a nilpotent group G. Then a is unipotent.

The proof of this theorem will be broken up into the following two results, 1.6

and 1.7:

1.6. LEMMA. Let Eu<^E be the Fitting submodule of the linear part of an
affine représentation a of G. If G is nilpotent then some coset of Ev is invariant
under a (G).

Proof. Let v : G —» E be the translational part of a. It is easy to verify that the

composition v' : G -^ E —> EIEV is a crossed homomorphism for the induced
linear action À' of G on E\EV. Thus v' is the translational part of an affine

représentation a' : G —> Aft(E/Eu) whose linear part is À'. The natural projection

E —> E/Ev is equivariant respecting (a, a').
By Lemma 1.4, Ho(G;E/Eu) 0, so by Lemma 1.1, H1(G;E/Eu) O be-

cause G is nilpotent. In particular the radiance obstruction cOL'eHl{G\EIEu)
vanishes. Therefore a {G) fixes some x + EjjeE/Eu; this means that a(G) leaves

invariant the coset x -h Ev. QED.

Lemma 1.6 shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1.5 holds under the

stronger assumption that a is irreducible.
The proof of 1.5 is completed by the following splitting theorem, 1.7. The

analogue for Lie algebras is well known.
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1.7. THEOREM. If G is a nilpotent group and E a G-module with Fitting
submodule Eu, there exists a unique submodule F such that E E

Proof. Put E\Ejj V. Let /3 : G -> GL V) be the induced représentation. By
1.4, H°(G; V) 0.

Let P : E —» V be the canonical projection, which is equivariant. Let S : V -»
E be a linear map such that P°S IV, the identity map of V.

A submodule Fc=E is complementary to Eu if and only if F=T(V) where
T : V —> E is an equivariant linear map with P°T Iv. Thus we must prove there
is a unique such T.

Any linear T : V -> E with P°T IV can be uniquely expressed as T K + S

where R : V —» Ev, and T is equivariant if and only if

or

We must prove there is a unique .R satisfying (4).
Defîne a linear action 7 of G on Hom (V, Ev) by

7 : G -> GL (Hom (V, Eu)), y(g)(R) goR

and a cocycle u for 7 by

u : G -» Hom (V, E^), u(g) - goSojSCg)-1 -S.

(4)

To see that m (g) maps V into Ev notice that P°u(g) 0 because F is equivariant
and PoS Iv.

Now (4) says that jR is a stationary point of that affine action £ of G on
Hom (V, Eu) defined by 7 and u. Thus we must prove that £ has a unique
stationary point. This will follow from 1.1 and 1.2 if we prove that
H°(G; Hom (V, Eu)) 0.

To this end suppose R : V -> Ev is fixed under ail y(g), Le., suppose

ail geG. (5)

Let d dim Ev. Since g | Ev is unipotent, for ail gl9..., ga e G we hâve
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From this and (5), jR vanishes on the linear span in V of ail vectors of the form

[I-P(gd)]--[I-3(gi)fe xgV. (6)

Hence it suffices to prove every vector in V is a linear combination of vectors of
the form (6). This will be évident if we show that V is spanned by vectors of the
form [I-|3(g)]x, Le., that H0(G, V) 0. But this follows from H°(G, V) 0 and
1.2. QED.

An alternative proof of 1.7 can be based on the analogous resuit about Lie
algebras, by passing to the Lie algebra of the identity component of the algebraic
closure of G in GL (E).

2. Development, holonomy and paralletism

Let M dénote an n-dimensional manifold, n > 1. We shall always assume M is

connected and without boundary.
An affine atlas <P on M is a covering of M by coordinate charts such that each

coordinate change between overlapping charts in <f> extends to an affine auto-
morphism of E Rn. A maximal affine atlas is an affine structure, on M, and M
together with an affine structure is an affine manifold. Each chart in the affine

structure defines affine coordinates.

Let M be an affine manifold. Let Sf dénote the sheaf of germs of affine
coordinate Systems on M. The germ at xgU of the affine chart / : V -» E is

denoted by [/]x.
The group Aff(E) acts stalkwise on Sf by composition of germs: g g Aff (JE)

sends [f]x to [g°/]x. It is easy to see that Aff (E) acts simply transitively on stalks.

In fact Sf is a principal Aff (E)-bundle over M when Aff (E) is given the discrète

topology.
The following resuit, whose proof is left to the reader, gives another description

of ^

2.1. THEOREM. Sf is a disconnected covering space of M. If [f^, [/2]x g Sf

are affine coordinate germs at xeM, there is a deck transformation taking fx to f2,
induced by composition with a unique affine automorphism of E. Thus the group of
deck transformations acts transitively on each fibre of £f, and the components of $f

are isomorphic as covering spaces of M. Thèse covering spaces are regular.
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We fix one component of Sf and call it the holonomy covering space M of M.
There is a canonical immersion D : M -» E which assigns f(x) to the germ [f]x.
This immersion is affine in the sensé that in affine coordinates, it appears as an
affine map.

Let F dénote the group of deck transformations of M —» M. An élément geF
sends [f]x to [â(g)°f]x, where a (g) is the affine automorphism of E determined by
g. The resulting map a : F -> Afï (E) is a faithful affine représentation of F on E.

It is easy to see that D is equivariant respecting a, i.e., for each geF the

following diagram commutes:

8
I
«(«)

Now let p : M —» M be a universal covering, and fix a lift of p to a covering
p : M -+ M. Dénote by D : M —> E the composition D°p; we call D the develop-
ing map of the affine manifold M. We give M the affine structure inherited from
M; then D : M —> H is an affine immersion.

Let tt dénote the group of deck transformations of M —> M. Choice of a base

point in M identifies tt with the fundamental group of M. Since M —> M is a

regular covering, there is a natural surjective homomorphism tt —> F with respect
to which M —» M is equivariant.

Dénote by a : ir -*> Afï (E) the composite homomorphism tt -> F-^> Aflf (E).
We call a the a#me holonomy of M. The image «(tt) <= Afï (JB) is isomorphic to F;
it is called the affine holonomy group of M. It is clear that D : M -» E is

equivariant respecting a.
The définitions of D and a dépend on various choices of covering spaces. But

once the universal covering M —» M is fixed, changing M or the lift M -* M
changes D only by composition with an élément of Aff(E); and it changes a by
conjugation with that élément.

Let A : 7T -> GL (E) be the homomorphism assigning to each g g tt the linear
part of a (g). We call A the linear holonomy; it is well defined up to conjugation
by an élément of GL (E).

We shall assume when discussing an affine manifold M that a developing map
D : M -» E has been selected. The affine and linear holonomy représentations
are then determined.

This somewhat abstract description of holonomy can be brought down to earth
by working through the définitions. In terms of loops on M based at x0 e M, the
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homomorphism

a:ir1(M9x0)-+A&(E)

can be described as follows. Let s : [0,1] —> M be a loop at x0, representing
[sleiTiCM, x0). Subdivide [0,1] by 0 to< • • • <tm 1, so that for each i

l,...,m there is an affine chart (/„ 17, with s :[*,_!, fJ-> Ur (The choice of
(/o> l/0) détermines a component of &>.) Let V, be the component of /,([/, H l/J+1)

that contains ^(sC^)), / 1,..., m — 1. There is a unique Af g Afï CE) such that

1 A on Vp / 1,..., m.

Then

/r i\ IA™° " ' ' °Ai lf m~2
a ([>])=<

(the identity map I of JE if m 1.identity map

We emphasize that there is some freedom of choice in the developing map D.
In practice we shall alter D only by composing it with a translation of E.

The affine manifold M is complète if D maps M homeomorphically onto E. In
this case we can take M E. The affine holonomy is then an inclusion ir c-»

Afï (E) of a discrète subgroup which acts freely and properly discontinuously on
E. Thus M is identified with the orbit space E/ir.

M can be compact without being complète, e.g. the 1-dimensional affine
manifold R+/{2n}. Examples hâve been constructed of compact affine manifolds
whose developing maps fail to be covering-space projections into their images
(see also Section 3).

The following resuit illustrâtes the interplay between the topology of an affine

manifold, its developing map, and its affine holonomy représentation:

2.2. THEOREM. Let M be a compact complète affine manifold. Then the

affine holonomy représentation is irreducible.

Proof. Let M E/ir. Suppose F<^E is an affine subspace invariant under ir.
Then F is the universal covering of F/tt. Both F/tt and E/rr are Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces of type K(it; 1). The inclusion F/tt —> E/tt induces an isomorph-
ism of fundamental groups and is therefore a homotopy équivalence. Since F/tt
and E/tt are compact manifolds it follows that dim FItt dim E/tt. Hence F E.

QED.
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On an affine manifold M there is a natural linear connection V having zéro
curvature and torsion: in affine coordinates it appears as the standard connection
on E. Covariant difïerentiation in M corresponds to ordinary differentiation in E.

It is proved in Auslander and Markus [9] that an affine manifold M is

complète if and only if the connection V is geodesically complète.
The opération of parallel transport of a tensor along a path in M dépends only

on the homotopy class of the path (fixing end points). This corresponds to
ordinary parallel transport in E in successive affine charts.

A tensor (field) T on M is parallel if its covariant derivative vanishes. This
means that in every connected affine chart the components of T are constant.
Equivalently, the induced tensor field on M is the pullback by the developing map
of a constant tensor field To on E. Thus To is an élément of the tensor algebra
T(E) which is fixed under the induced action of the linear holononomy group on
T(E). In every affine chart T appears as To.

We shall be particularly concerned with parallel vector fields, parallel 1-forms,
and parallel volume éléments. A parallel vector field on M corresponds to a

vector in E which is stationary under the linear holonomy. The set of such vectors
is H0(7r;Ê). A parallel 1-form corresponds to a linear map E -» R stationary
under the contragredient action, i.e. an élément of H0(tt; E*). A parallel volume

form is a nonzero exterior rc-form on E stationary under the induced action of the
linear holonomy group on AnE*. Since this action is precisely the déterminant of
the linear holonomy, M has a parallel volume form if and only if the linear
holonomy À has déterminant identically one, i.e. when À is a représentation in the

spécial linear group SL(jE).
The condition that an affine manifold M hâve a parallel volume form is an

extremely useful one. We refer to it by saying that M has parallel volume.

A basic conjecture, going back to Markus [28], is that a compact orientable
affine manifold has parallel volume if and only if it is complète. This is trivially
true for flat Riemannian manifolds. Furness and Fedida [15] prove it for flat
pseudo-Riemannian tori in dimensions <3. In his thesis [38] Smillie proves the

conjecture in the case of abelian affine holonomy; for nilpotent affine holonomy it
follows from 6.6 and 6.8 below.

More gênerai than parallel tensors are polynomial tensor fields. By thèse we

mean tensor fields on affine manifolds whose coefficients in affine coordinates are

polynomials. A tensor field T is polynomial of degrée <p if and only if the
iterated covariant derivative VVv° • • • °7Vl(T) vanishes for ail vp,..., vxgMx, ail

x € M. (Hère V is the covariant difïerentiation associated to the affine structure.)

Many examples of affine manifolds corne from left-invariant affine structures

on Lie groups. If G is a Lie group, an affine structure on G is left-invariant if for
each g g G the opération Lg : G -» G of left multiplication by g is an automorph-
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ism of the affine structure. In other words, in affine coordinates Lg is expressed by
an affine map.

The development map of such a structure blends together with left multiplication

in a remarkable way. Suppose G is simply connected; let D : G —> E be the

developing map. For each geG there is a unique affine automorphism a(g) of E
such that the following diagram commutes:

6 ' M-J

\ I-

Clearly a : G -» Aff (E) is an affine représentation. In particular a(G) préserves
the connected open set D(G) <=E, and acts transitively on it. Conversely if
dim G dim E and a : G -» Aff (JE) is an affine représentation having an open
orbit U D(G)x0 for some xoeE, then there is a unique left-invariant affine

structure on G whose developing map is given by

D :G -> 1/cijE, D(g) a(g)x0.

Notice that when xo 0eE, D is just the translational part of the affine représentation.

The left-invariant affine structure on G is complète precisely when a is a

simply transitive affine action of G on E. In this case a is evidently irreducible.
Let D : G -> E be the developing map of a left-invariant affine structure.

Then D : G -* D(G) is a covering space, so the structure is complète if and only
if the action of G on E is transitive. It is known that in this case G must be

solvable (Auslander [6], Milnor [31]). It is conjectured that every solvable Lie

group has such a structure.
For examples of left-invariant affine structures see Auslander [6], [7];

Scheuneman [35], [36]; and Section 6.

Suppose now that F is a discrète subgroup of G, where G has a left-invariant
affine structure. Then the homogeneous space F/G of right cosets inherits an
affine structure. When G is a simply-connected nilpotent Lie group, F\G is called

an affine nilmanifold.
An affine représentation a : G -» Aff (E) is conveniently presented by the

linear représentation

<x':G-»GL(ExR),
a' : (g) : (x, t) »-> (À(g)x + tu(g)91)

where À is the linear part and u the translational part of a.
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As an example take G=R2 (the group) and JE R2 (the vector space). An
affine représentation 4> : G -» Aff (E) is defined by

l2+tl

for (s,t)eG, z []
The associated linear représentation on R3 assigns to (s, t) e G the matrix

1 s y
• 1 s

• • 1

exp 10; 3-0

It is easy to verify that <t>(G) acts simply transitively on E; thus <f> defines a

left-invariant affine structure on G. The developing map D : G —» E defined by
évaluation at 0 is the translational part of <f>:

The left-invariant vector fields on G are spanned by d/dt and d/ds; in the affine
coordinates on G defined by D thèse correspond respectively to d/dx and
y(d/dx+d/dy). The intégral curves of d/dx are horizontal Unes; those of y(d/6x +
d/dy) are the parabolas y2- 2x constant.

The functions y and y2-2x on E transform under G by addition of constants.
Therefore the 1-forms dy and y dy - dx are the expression in affine coordinates of
left-invariant 1-forms on G.

The vector field d/dx and the form dy (on E) are translation invariant; hence

they correspond respectively to a parallel vector field and a parallel 1-form on G.
Since the linear part of a préserves the area 2-form dx a dy on E, this form

defines a parallel 2-form on G.
For every uniform discrète subgroup F<=G we get a complète affine 2-

manifold F\G diffeomorphic to the 2-torus T2. By Nagano and Yagi [32] and

Kuiper [26] thèse are the only complète structures on T2 other than the flat
Riemannian structure Z2\R2.

The choice of F, however, is crucial. For example it is easy to see that F\G
has a closed géodésie 1-dimensional affine submanifold) if and only if F
contains a pure translation <p(O, t0),
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There are many incomplète affine nilmanifold structures on T2. For example,
for each a > 0, b > 0 there is a radiant affine représentation

as + bt\
s J

(s, t) ->exp

ri as+bn
eLo i J-

Each of thèse actions is simply transitive on the upper half-plane.
For each (x > 0, v > 0 radiant actions are defined by

Thèse are ail simply transitive in the fîrst quadrant.
Some other examples are given below after the proof of Theorem 6.4, and in

6.7.

By assuming that an affine structure is compatible with a complex structure on
a manifold one defines the notion of an affine complex manifold. (An affine

structure is compatible with a complex structure if and only if the associated flat
affine connection is holomorphic with respect to the complex structure; alterna-
tively a complex structure is compatible with an affine structure if and only if the
associated almost complex structure is a parallel tensor of type (1,1). It is easy to
see that thèse two notions are équivalent.) Ail the results in this paper apply to
such manifolds.

It is interesting to note that Fillmore and Scheuneman [11], Suwa [41], and
Sakane [34] hâve proved, independently, that every complex surface having a

complète affine complex structure has a finite cyclic covering which is a complex
affine nilmanifold. For références and more information on thèse structures in the

complex case the reader is referred to Gunning [19] and Inoue-Kobayashi-Ochiai
[24].

Smillie [38], Auslander [6] and Milnor [31] relate affine structures to matrix
algebras. See Matsushima [29] for a connection between affine structures on
homogeneous complex manifolds and algebras.
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3. Radiant manifolds and parallel tensors

In this section we study affine manifolds whose affine holonomy has a

stationary point; we call such manifolds radiant.
There are many examples of radiant manifolds: certain affine nilmanifolds; the

Hopf manifolds; the cartesian product of any compact surface and the circle. On
the other hand the affine structures of radiant manifolds hâve rather spécial
properties. There are no complète radiant manifolds (except for vector spaces),
and they tend to hâve few parallel tensors. In a sensé they are at the opposite
extrême from complète affine manifolds.

We begin by defining the radiance obstruction for any affine manifold. This
will play a key rôle in the analysis of nonradiant affine manifolds in Section 4.

M always dénotes a connected rc-dimensional affine manifold, n>l, with
local affine coordinates in the vector space E Rn. We fix a universal cover
p : M -> M, with group of deck transformations tt. Let D : M —» E be a develop-
ing map for M and a : tt —» Aff (E) the corresponding affine holonomy représentation

(defined in Section 2). The linear part of a is the linear holonomy
À : tt —» GL (E), and the translational part a is the cocycle u : tt —> E for À.

The radiance obstruction of M is the cohomology class

where ca [u] is the radiance obstruction of the affine représentation a (defined
in Section 1). This cohomology class dépends only on the affine holonomy of M
(assuming the universal covering space M —* M has been fixed), and not on the
choice of the developing map. To see this let t : Aff (E) —» Aff (E) be the identity
affine représentation. Let

a* : HHAff (E); E) -+ H\ir\ E)

be the homomorphism induced by a. Let ct € H1(Aff (E) : E) be the radiance
obstruction of t; then a*ct =cM. Let c^ be the radiance obstruction corresponding

to a différent developing map D' : M —> E. There exists g e Aff (E) such that
D' g°D, and one vérifies that CM=g#ct, where g# is the automorphism of
H1(Aff (E); E) induced by conjugation by g. But it is well known that g# is the

identity, hence Cm=cm.
In a forthcoming paper [14] we shall discuss the radiance obstruction in more

détail.
It follows from the results of Section 1 that cM 0 precisely when a(7r) has a

stationary point in E. In this case we call M a radiant manifold. We can compose
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the developing map with a translation of E so that the stationary point is the
origin, i.e., a takes values in GL (E). In this case a À.

Since a nontrivial group of deck transformations cannot hâve a stationary
point(1) we see that a complète affine manifold is not radiant unless it is affinely
isomorphic to a vector space.

When M is radiant we shall tacitly assume that the origin in E is stationary
under a(7r). In this case a(7r) fixes the radiant vector field R^Xx.d/dx, on E.
There is a unique vector field X on M which is D-related to jR. Clearly X is fixed
under tr; therefore X is p-related to a vector field X on M, called the radiant
vector field of M.

It is easy to find examples of such manifolds. The simplest examples are Hopf
manifolds: thèse are the orbit spaces (E-{0})Itt where 7rcGL(E) is the cyclic
subgroup generated by an expansion A e GL (E), i.e., the eigenvalues of A ail
hâve absolute value greater than 1. For another example, the Cartesian product of
a compact orientable surface X of genus >2 and the circle S1 can be given a

radiant affine structure as follows. Use one of the well known faithful représentations

of TTxiX) as a discrète subgroup of SO (1, 2) to obtain a properly discontinu-
ous free action of iri(2) on one sheet of a two-sheeted hyperboloid H<=R3-0.
Let Z cz GL (R3) be generated by kl where 0 < k< 1. Then ttx{X) x Z acts freely as

deck transformations on a component of the interior of the light cône; the orbit
space is Sx S1.

There are many radiant affine structures on the product of a closed surface of
genus >1 and a circle, for which the developing map is not a covering-space
projection of M onto its image. This phenomenon was discovered by Thurston
(see [40]) and independently by Smillie [38]. The developing image of such a

3-torus is the complément of the three coordinate axes in R3; for the product of a

surface of genus > 2 and a circle, the developing map can be onto the complément
of the origin. On the other hand, we know of no example of a compact affine
manifold whose developing map is surjective but which is not complète (compare
Theorem 6.9).

3.1. THEOREM. A compact radiant manifold does not hâve a parallel volume
form.

Proof. Suppose M is radiant with a parallel volume form. A trivial computa-
tion in affine coordinates shows that the flow of the radiant vector field increases

volume. Hence M cannot be compact. QED.

1In fact no élément of the group (except the identity) can hâve a fixed point. It follows easily that

every élément of the linear holonomy of a complète affine manifold has 1 as an eigenvalue. This might
be called "Hirach's principle", following Sullivan [39].
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3.2. THEOREM. A compact radiant manifold M does not hâve a nonzero
parallel 1-form.

Proof. Let <o : E —» R be a linear map invariant under the linear holonomy.
Then co is also invariant under the affine holonomy. Therefore the composite map

covers a map / : M —? R. Let xeM cover a local minimum point of /. Then

D(x)eE is a local minimum point of <o, so co, being linear, must be identically
zéro. QED.

There are numerous compact radiant manifolds having parallel Une fields, for
example a Hopf manifold (E-{0})/ir, where ttc=GL(E) is a cyclic subgroup
generated by an expansion having a real eigenvalue.

With later applications in mind we prove the following resuit about decompos-
able affine manifolds. Note that in the case of radiant manifolds (Et 0) it shows

that any point fixed by the affine holonomy action lies outside the developing
image (this was first stated by Nagano-Yagi [32] but their proof is incorrect). Thus
the radiant vector field on a compact radiant manifold is nonsingular.

3.3. THEOREM. Suppose M is a compact affine manifold with decomposable

holonomy, say E JEx©F with Ex a-invariant and F k-invariant, Fj= 0. Then each

component of Ml — p(D~lE^) is incomplète.

Proof. Clearly Mx is an affine submanifold of M. Assume a component N of

Mi is complète.
Consider the a-invariant vector field S(x, y) (0, y) on E Et®F. Then S is

D-related to a tt-invariant vector field Q on M which induces a vector field Q on
M. By the compactness of M, the vector fields Q and Ô are integrable for ail time
and détermine flows <j>t and <j>t on M and M respectively. If the linear flow
determined by S is denoted i(ft, we hâve ^toD D°<^t.

Suppose Ne: M is a component of p~~1E1. Then D \ N is a homeomorphism
onto Ex by completeness.

The submanifold Ex <= E is a repellor for the flow ifo. It follows that N is a

repellor for the flow 4>t. Let B ={xeM : <f>tx -? N as t -» -<*>} dénote the

repelling basin of N.
Now D : N —? Ex is a homeomorphism and D : M -> E is a local

homeomorphism. It follows that D maps a neighborhood B0<^B of N
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homeomorphically onto a neighborhood Wc= C of Et. Therefore D maps <£t(£0)

homeomorphically onto ifo(W) for ail t >0. Since Ut>o «fc(w) E it follows that D
maps Ut>o <^t(J5o) homeomorphically onto E. This implies that D : M —» E is a

homeomorphism. Therefore M is complète, in contradiction to Theorem 2.2.

QED.

4. Affine manifolds with nilpotent holonomy

In this section we begin to exploit the assumption of nilpotent affine holonomy
group. The same notation and conventions as in Section 3 are used.

4.1. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Then the following conditions are équivalent:

(a) M is not radiant;
(b) M has both a nonzero parallel vector field and a nonzero parallel l-form.
(c) tf(ir;

Proof. (a)^(b): Nonradiant means cM^0, so H1(ir;E)£0. By 1.3,

H°(tt; E)i=0 and H°(tt; E*) + 0, which is (b).
(b)iMa): follows from 3.2.

(c)O(b): follows from 1.3. QED.

Notice that the implication (a)=>(b) in 4.1 is valid even without compactness.

4.2. THEOREM. Let M be a compact nonradiant affine manifold having
nilpotent affine holonomy group. Then M fibres over the circle S1.

Proof. A nonzero parallel l-form on M is a nowhere-vanishing closed l-form.
It is well known that the existence of such form implies that M fibres over S1

(Tischler [42]). QED.

We conjecture that 4.2 holds even if M is radiant.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.1 and the nonsingularity of radiant vector fields,

we see that a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine holonomy group has

Euler characteristic zéro. This also follows from Hirsch-Thurston [22]; to use this

resuit, it suffices that the linear holonomy group be solvable. Kostant and Sullivan
[25] hâve shown that every complète compact affine manifold has zéro Euler
characteristic. It has long been conjectured that every affine manifold (except Rn)
which is complète or compact has zéro Euler characteristic. (In the noncompact
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case the Euler characteristic is defined as the alternating sum of the Betti
numbers, which are conjectured to be finite.)

We now concentrate attention more directly on the holonomy représentation.
An immédiate conséquence of Theorem 1.5 is:

4.3. THEOREM. Let M be an affine manifold whose affine holonomy
représentation is nilpotent and indécomposable. Then the linear holonomy représenta -
tion is unipotent.

Little is known about the structure of noncompact complète affine manifolds,
even those with nilpotent holonomy (but see Milnor [31]). The following resuit
shows the importance of unipotent in this case.

4.4. THEOREM. Let M be a noncompact complète affine manifold with
nilpotent affine holonomy group. Then M is a flat affine vector bundle over a

complète affine manifold with unipotent linear holonomy.

Proof. Let EvcEbe the Fitting component of the linear holonomy. We may
assume Ev invariant under a(ir). By 4.1 M has a nonzero parallel vector field, so

By the splitting Theorem 1.7 there is a décomposition E EV®F of a. The
vector bundle is

q : M Ela(7r) -» EJaiir),

with total space M, base space Evla(ir), and fibre F. It is easy to see that there
are local trivializations

over an open cover {W,} of Eula(ir)9 which are affine isomorphisms, and whose

transition functions gtJ : W, —» GL (F) are constants. Thus the bundle is flat.
QED.

5. Nilpotent G-modules without expansions

The purpose of this section is to prove the following technical resuit. It will be
used in Section 6 to prove the existence of expansions in the linear holonomy of
certain compact affine manifolds.

Recall that E Rn, n > 1.
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5.1. LEMMA. Let G be a nilpotent group and E a G-module. Suppose thaï G
does not contain an expansion of E. Then for every integer r ^ 0 there exists a Cr

map W : E —» R with the following properties:
(a) ^ > 0 almost everywhere ;

(b) V is G-invariant;
(e) there exists a > 0 such that

etaV(x)

for ail teR, xeE.

Proof. If the lemma is true for a normal subgroup Gq^G of finite index, it is

true for G. For let ^o * E —* R be a Cr G0-invariant map satisfying (a) and (c).

Let the left cosets of Go be giG0,..., gvG0. Then the map

satisfies the lemma.
Let F C©E* be the complexification of the dual space E* of E. The

contragredient représentation of G on E* extends to a (complex) représentation
p:G-*GL(F). Let HcGL(F) be the identity component of the algebraic
closure of p(G). Then H is a connected nilpotent Lie group. Set G0 p~1(H).
Then Go <= G is a normal subgroup of finite index.

From the primary décomposition of the représentation of the Lie algebra of H
in F induced by p we get a p-invariant splitting F (BFk. Each Fk has a basis â8k

representing the operators p(h) \Fk, fieHas complex matrices

where Nk(h) is an upper-triangular nilpotent matrix. In particular the set of
eigenvalues of p(h) is {Àk(h)}.

Let /k e Fk be the first basis vector in 38k, fc 1,..., m. Then

(D

for ail heK
Define group homomorphisms

<pk : Go -* R, <pk(g) log |Afc(g)|; fc 1,..., m.
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Set

Suppose Go contains no expansion of E, Then <p(G0) is disjoint from the
positive orthant PcRm,

P {yeRm:yk>0, fc l,...,m}.

Since <p(G0) is a subgroup of Rm it follows that the linear span L <= Rm of <p(G0) is

also disjoint from P. This implies that the orthogonal complément of L contains a

nonzero vector v g P. This vector v (vu vm) thus has the foliowing proper-
ties:

each vk>0 (2)

£tfc a>0 (3)
k l

m

£ %<Pk (g) 0 for ail g € Go. (4)
k l

Evidently the vector cv, c > 0, has the same properties. Therefore we can also
choose i; to satisfy:

For each fc, either Dk=0ori)k>2r, where r cornes from Lemma 5.1. (5)

For each fc we hâve chosen a vector fk €Homc (C® E, C) satisfying (1). We
embed E in C®JB in the natural way and define

<P : E -> R,

By (5) ^ is diflEerentiable of class Cr. By (2) and (3) V satisfies (a), (c) of 5.1.

To show that ¥ is G0-invariant let g e Go, x € E. Then

m m

x)=n i/itCg-1*)!^=n
k=l k=l

/m \/m \/m(0 k(g)h fi |/k(x)h =(exp X
\k=i /V=i / v k=i

by (4). This complètes the proof of 5.1. QED.
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In gênerai ^ in 5.1 cannot be chosen to be C°°. For example, let

Any such $ must be of the form C(xyV2)p where C, p > 0, and will not be C°°.

6. Compact affine manifolds with nilpotent holonomy

In this section we exploit compactness to prove three main results:

6.1, 6.8, 6.9. The proofs rely on the intégration of vector fields. The first two were
proved by Smillie [38] for the abelian case.

The first, Theorem 6.1, is used to find expansions of EIEV in the linear
holonomy. This turns out to be a powerful géométrie tool. The second, Theorem
6.8, shows that unipotent holonomy implies completeness. This is also true for
noncompact affine nilmanifolds.

As is Section 3, D : M —» E is the developing map, tt is the group of deck
transformations of the universal cover M -> M, etc. Let A <= GL (E) dénote the
linear holonomy group and fc Aff (JE) the affine holonomy group.

6.1. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold. Let E0<^E be a proper
linear subspace invariant under the affine holonomy. If the image A1(^G1.{EIEO)
of A is nilpotent then some élément of Ax expands E/Eo.

Proof. Let q : E —> E/Eo dénote the canonical projection. Let .R be the
radiant vector field on E/Eo. Let {(<pt, 17,)} be an affine atlas on M. There is a C°°

vector field X on M which in every affine chart (<pt, LQ is represented by a vector
field on <pt(LO which is q-related to R. For there is clearly such a vector field Xt
on Ul ; set X X^ Xt where {/utj is a C°° partition of unity subordinate to the open
cover {l/J.

Suppose Ax does not contain any expansion of E/Eo. Then by 5.1 there is a

A1-invariant C1 map *P : E/Eo —> R, 1fr>0 almost everywhere and

(1)

for some a>0 and ail zeE/E0 (this is the difïerential équivalent of 5.1(c)).
The composite map
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is 7r-invariant. Thus / covers a C1 map /:M—»R. In affine coordinates /
appears as ty°q. It follows that

for ail y g M. This implies that if £ : R —» M is an intégral curve of X then

Now there exists xoeM with /(jco)>0, and the intégral curve £0 through x0 is
defined for ail t because M is compact. Then linv^o /(£o(0) °°- But /, being
continuous, is bounded. This contradiction proves 6.1. QED.

We dérive several conséquences from 6.1.

6.2. THEOREM. Let M be a compact radiant manifold with nilpotent linear
holonomy group A. Then A contains an expansion.

Proof. Take Eo 0 in 6.1.

6.3. COROLLARY. M has no nonzero parallel covariant or contravariant
tensors.

Proof. Let w be a parallel covariant (resp. contravariant) tensor on M; let â>

be the corresponding (constant) tensor on E invariant under A. By 6.2, A
contains an expansion g. Let the eigenvalues of g be kl9..., Àn (counted with
multiplicity), |AEj >> 1. Now a> is an élément of the tensor algebra ©*E* (resp.
@lE). The map on this algebra induced by g has eigenvalues Àtl • • • Àtl (resp.
À"1 • • • À"1), which makes it an expansion (resp. a contraction). Consequently the
g-invariant tensor c5 must be zéro. QED.

Conversely, suppose M is a nonradiant compact affine manifold with nilpotent
affine holonomy. Then by 4.1 M has nonzero parallel vector fîelds and 1-forms.

Another characterization of radiance is the following:

6.4. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Then the following conditions are équivalent:

(a) M is radiant.
(b) The linear holonomy group contains an expansion.
(c) The linear holonomy group contains g such that I-g is invertible.
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Proof. (a)i»(b) by 6.2 and clearly (b)z>(c). Suppose (c). By Hirsch [21] it
follows that Hx{r\ E) 0. Therefore the radiance obstruction of M vanishes,
implying (a). QED.

We digress to consider déformations of affine structures.
Conditions (c) and (b) of Theorem 6.4 evidently persists under sufficiently

small déformations of the linear holonomy représentations. It follows that if M is

a compact radiant affine manifold with nilpotent holonomy group, then ail
sufficiently small déformations of the affine structure are also radiant. In other words,
for this class of manifolds radiance is an open condition. (See Goldman [16] for
the définition of déformation of affine structures.)

Consider also the radiant affine structure on M2xSx discussed in Section 3,
where M2 is a compact surface of genus > 2. Let g e ttx{M x S1) be the image of a

generator of S1. Then g is central and I—À(g) is invertible. This suffices to prove
that any sufficiently small déformation of the affine holonomy has a stationary
point (Hirsch [21]). Thus the radiance of thèse affine structures is also persistent
under small déformations.

In this direction D. Fried has proved [13] that there are no complète affine
structures on thèse 3-manifolds. It is conjectured that ail affine structures on thèse

manifolds are radiant.
Corollary 6.3, and the persistence of radiance discussed above, cannot be

extended to the case of solvable holonomy. To construct a counterexample we
start from the subgroup G <= GL (3, R) consisting of ail the matrices of the form

[ex
• u\ re(k+1)f • ul

where t, u, veR, and fc>0 is a real constant to be determined later. Clearly G

préserves the upper half-space

W {(x,y,z)6R3:z>0}

and acts simply transitively. Thus G inherits a left-invariant radiant (and hence

incomplète) affine structure from W.

It is easily seen that G is the semidirect product of the two-dimensional vector
subgroup N defined by t — 0 with the subgroup H=R defined by u v 0. The
représentation R —? Aut (R2) which defines the semidirect product is given by
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It is well-known that G NxiH possesses discrète cocompact subgroups F. To

see this take any intégral matrix A € SL2 (Z) with a + d > 2. Then A is
Le dJ

conjugate (in SL2 (R)) to some diagonal matrix _x À ^ 0, and therefore

one may form the semidirect product R2 xiZ defined by this représentation, with a

generator of Z corresponding to A. Since A was originally defined as an intégral
matrix, it préserves a lattice Z2 c R2. (It must be emphasized, however, that this
lattice is not generated by a basis which diagonalizes A). Then we may form the
semidirect product F Z2 *Z which is a discrète subgroup of G R2 *R N X3 H,
with F\G compact. Using the left-invariant structure on G, we thus obtain affine
structures on the compact 3-manifold M3 F\G; indeed, as k varies continuously
a whole one-parameter family of affine structures is defined in this way.

Let us now examine the case k 1. Then G is the group of matrices

A(w,t>,0= • 1 v ; r, u,veR.
L • • e'J

It is apparent that the vector field d/dy parallel to the second basis vector is fixed

by G, and hence defines a parallel vector field on G, and also on F\G. Thus we
obtain a compact affine manifold with both a radiant vector field and a parallel
vector field. Thèse two vector fields generate an affine action on the group Aff (R)
on the affine 3-manifold.

The existence of a parallel vector field on a radiant affine manifold is easily
seen to be équivalent to the condition that the holonomy hâve more than one
stationary point. (The stationary points of an affine action form an affine subspace,

parallel to the space of parallel vector fields.)
We now describe a déformation of this affine structure. For each s 6 R, define

an affine représentation As : G -* AS(E) as follows. Let As(u, v, t) be the affine

map of E =R3 with linear part A (m, v, t) and translational part (0, st, 0). For each

s, As defines an action of G which is simply transitive on the upper half space. By
passing to a quotient F\G we obtain new affine structures on M3 F\G. Thèse

new affine manifolds are no longer radiant for s^O, as is easily verified. Thus
radiance is not an open condition on holonomy of affine structures. A glance at
the circle shows that neither is radiance a closed condition.

The case k ±\ of (2) is also interesting. Taking k=\ we represent G by
matrices

[e3t/2
:
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then G préserves the parallel 2-form eu dy a dz as well as the radiant vector
field R. (Compare 6.3.) In addition to the affine vector field K the polynomial
vector field z2(d/dx) and rational vector field z^id/dy) are left-invariant. The
affine 1-form tRo> zdy-y dz is also left-invariant. Thus a compact radiant
manifold may admit a 1-form which is affine (polynomial of degree 1) but not
parallel (polynomial of degree 0). Compare 3.2.

In a fortheoming paper [14] we will show that on a compact radiant manifold
ail polynomial closed 1-forms and volume forms are zéro.

It is interesting to note that G also carries the complète left-invariant affine
structure corresponding to the simply transitive affine action a : G —> Aff (JE)

defined as follows. Represent G as RkR2 as above. Let (f, £)€RcxR2 act on
RXR2 by

See also Example 6.7 below. Auslander [6] gives a différent complète left-
invariant affine structure on G.

We return to the gênerai theory.
Let EncEbe the Fitting component maximal unipotent submodule) of the

linear holonomy. Recall that when the affine holonomy group is nilpotent we may
assume (by 1.6) that Eu is invariant under the affine holonomy; and there is a

unique splitting E EV(BF invariant under the linear holonomy.
With this notation we hâve the following generalization of 6.2.

6.5. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. If F^ 0 then some élément of the linear holonomy group expands
F.

Proof. Apply 6.1 with Eo Ev ; then E/Eo « F as a 7r-module. QED.

For the spécial case of abelian holonomy, 6.5 and 6.2 were first proved by
John Smillie.

An important conséquence of 6.5 is:

6.6. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Assume M has a parallel volume form. Then the linear holonomy
is unipotent.

Proof. Let g be any élément of the linear holonomy group A. Then 1

Det g Det (g | Ev) • Det (g | F). But g | Ev is a unipotent operator, so
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Det (g | Eu) 1. Therefore Deg (g | F) 1 and so g | F cannot be an expansion.
Therefore F 0 by 6.5. This means E Ev. QED.

6.7. EXAMPLE. Theorem 6.6 fails for solvable holonomy. For example let
Tn =R7Zn be the usual Euclidean affine torus, Zn <=Rn being the integer lattice.
Let f :Tn -* Tn be the affine automorphism représentée by a matrix A e

SL(n,Z). Let Z act on TnxR, the generator sending (x, t) to (/(x), f+1). Then
M (TnxR)/Z has a complète affine structure covered by the product affine
structure on Tn xR. If A is not unipotent then the linear holonomy of M contains
the nonunipotent operator AxI on RnxR. The affine holonomy group F is

solvable (even polycyclic) since it embeds in the exact séquence

We now turn to the problem of characterizing complète affine manifolds. The
following theorem, one of the few gênerai methods of proving completeness,
shows the geometrical importance of unipotence.

6.8. THEOREM. Let M be an affine manifold. Suppose either
(a) M is compact and has unipotent holonomy,

or
(b) M is an affine nilmanifold F\G and the corresponding linear représentation

G —» GL (E) is unipotent.
Then M is complète.

Proof. First assume M is compact. From unipotence it follows that there is a

flag of linear subspaces 0 Fo <= Ft c: • • • czFn=E, dim Ft i, invariant under the
linear holonomy, such that the induced action on each FJFl-l is trivial. Therefore
there are linear maps lt : Ft —» R which are invariant under the linear holonomy,
and which hâve kernel Ft_!. (See e.g. Humphreys [23].)

The invariant flag on E détermines a family of fields &Ft of parallel i -planes on
M, i 0,..., n. Each fîeld ^ is integrable, as is clear in affine coordinates. The
invariant linear map lt détermines a parallel 1-form co, defined on &x and

vanishing on ^_i. Using partitions of unity, one readily constructs vector fields Xt
on M tangent to ^ with UX,) 1. The Xt are covered by integrable vector fields

Xx on M, since M is compact.
We now show that M develops onto E. Suppose one fixes a base point m0 in M

which develops to the origin in E. Let veE. We construct a path in M beginning
at m0 whose development ends at v as follows. Starting at m0, flow along Xn for
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time ln(v), ending at the point m1eM with D(mt) vteE where v -vxg Ker ln

Fn_x. Then flow along Xn_x for time ln^i(v — Vx) ending at m2eM with D(m2)
v2 € E where d — v2 e Ker ^i Fn^t. Continuing this way, we reach v vn after n

steps.
We verify that the developing map is injective. Assume yo:[a,b]-+ M is a.

path which develops onto a closed loop 8 : [a, b] —» E with 8(a) 8(b) 0. We

may deform y0 with end points fixed so that the new path yx develops in Fn^x:
we use yt : [a, b] -» M, where yt(s) is the image at time — ^(^(s)) of yo(s) under
the flow of Xn, 0<r^l, a<s^fc. By further such déformations, we eventually
obtain a path from yo(a) to yo(&) which develops to a point. Hence Y0(a)= 7o(^)>

so the developing map is injective and M is complète.
When M is an affine nilmanifold, not assumed compact, the proof is similar.

We may as well assume M=G. Fix a flag at the identity eeG invariant under the
linear part of the affine action of G. Let Xu..., Xn be tangent vectors at e

forming a basis for the flag, and extend them to vector fields on G by left-
multiplication. Being left-invariant, each of thèse vector fields is integrable for ail
t e R. The rest of the proof is analogous to the compact case. QED.

The same proof shows that in the incomplète case, the projection EV(BF —»

Ev maps the developing image onto Ev by a fibration.
The following application of 6.8 might be true even without nilpotence.

6.9. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Suppose the developing map D : M —> E is surjective. Then M is

complète.

Proof, Let E Eu®F be the Fitting splitting of the linear holonomy. If
then Theorem 3.3 holds that each component N of p(D~lEv) is incomplète.
Nevertheless N has unipotent holonomy and so, by Theorem 6.8, must be

complète. Thèse facts are only compatible if F 0. It follows that M N is

complète. QED.

At this point it may be useful to summarize the implications proved thus far
between various properties of affine manifolds:

6.10. SUMMARY. For compact affine manifolds:
(a) Surjective developing map and nilpotent affine holonomy =£? indécomposa¬

ble affine holonomy (6.9).
(b) Complète =£? irreducible affine holonomy (2.2).
(c) Unipotent linear holonomy =^ complète (6.8).
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(d) Nilpotent affine holonomy group and parallel volume => unipotent linear
holonomy (6.6).

(e) Nilpotent linear holonomy group and radiant ^ expansion in linear
holonomy (6.2).

For possibly noncompact affine manifolds:
(f) Indécomposable, nilpotent affine holonomy 4> unipotent linear holonomy

(4.3).
(g) A left-invariant affine structure on a nilpotent Lie group G is complète if

and only if the corresponding affine représentation of G is unipotent.
(6.8,1.5).

In a subséquent paper we will show that for compact affine manifolds, parallel
volume 4> irreducible affine holonomy.

The foliowing case is especially neat, as ail the conditions coincide:

6.11. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Then the following are équivalent:

(a) M is complète
(b) The linear holonomy is unipotent.
(c) M has parallel volume.
(d) The affine holonomy is irreducible.
(e) The affine holonomy is indécomposable.
(f) The developing map is surjective.

Proof. (f)^>(e) by 6.9. (e)=>(b) by 4.3. (b)4>(a) by 6.8. Clearly (a)4>(f). Also
(b)r>(c), and (c)4>(b) by 6.6. Finally, (a)=>(d) by 2.2, and (d)4>(e). QED.

In the next section we adjoin another équivalent condition: that M be a

complète affine nilmanifold.
In a forthcoming paper [17] it will be shown that (d)4>(a) fails for certain

compact affine 3-manifolds with solvable fundamental group.

7. Complète affine nilmanifolds

The following theorem follows from a more gênerai theorem announced by
Auslander [8]. Unfortunately the proof is wrong, as Auslander shows in [6]. Many
of the ideas in this paper, and in particular the proof of our Theorem 7.1, corne
from Auslander's work. (One can, however, deduce Theorem 7.1 from the correct
results in [8] (see [8], page 811).)
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7.1. THEOREM. Let M be a compact complète affine manifold with nilpotent
fundamental group. Then M is an affine nilmanifold.

Proof. We take the universal covering space of M to be vector space E. The
fundamental group is the group of deck transformation 7rc:Aff(E); thus M
E/tt.

To prove the theorem we must fînd a subgroup G c: Aff (JE), containing tt,
which acts simply transitively on JE.

The linear action of ir on E is unipotent (Corollary 3.4). Hence for every
geG there is a unique élément log(g) in the Lie algebra Aff (E) of Aff (E) whose

linear part is a nilpotent transformation of E and whose exponential is g.

By a celebrated theorem of Malcev [27] there is a simply connected nilpotent
Lie group H containing tt as a discrète uniform subgroup. Recall that the Lie
algebra ï) of H is generated by éléments L(g)efy, geir subject only to the
relations

C(L(g1),L(g2)) L(g1g2) (1)

where C : ï) x ï) —» fy satisfies the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (Varadara-
jan [43]):

exp C(X, Y) exp X exp Y.

Clearly (1) holds with L(g) log (g), so there is a homomorphism of Lie algebras
ï) —> Aff(E) and an associated homomorphism of Lie groups H -» Aff(E). The
image of H is a connected subgroup GcAff(£); and since for each geG the
linear part of log g is a nilpotent transformation, the image of G in GL (E) is

unipotent. It follows that E has a basis putting this image in upper triangular
unipotent form. The group of ail affine automorphisms of E with such linear parts
is simply connected. Thus G is simply connected. By construction, tt <= G.

Define / : G -» E by /(g) g(0). Then f is equivariant respecting the inclusion

GcAff(E). There is an induced map / : tt\G —> M. Now tt\G and M are

Eilenberg-MacLane spaces of type K(tt, 1), and / is a homotopy équivalence.
Since they are compact manifolds, they hâve the same dimension and / must be

surjective.
It follows that / : G —» E is surjective; therefore G acts transitively on E.

Since dim G dim E, f is a covering space projection. Since E is simply
connected, / is a homeomorphism. Therefore G acts simply transitively on E. Hence

/ : it\G —> M is an affine isomorphism, as claimed. QED.
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In a forthcoming paper [13] we shall prove that a compact complète affine
manifold with solvable holonomy has a finite covering which is an affine solv-
manifold.

8. Polynomial tensors on affine manifolds with nflpotent holonomy

A tensor field on an affine manifold M is called polynomial of degree < r if in
affine coordinates its components are polynomial functions of (total) degree < r. It
is of interest to know which fields are of this type, and which real cohomology
classes are represented by polynomial exterior difïerential forms. (One can ask

similar questions about other classes of tensors. For example: which tensors on M
correspond in affine charts to real analytic tensors defined on ail of E?).

The following theorem is the main resuit of this section:

8.1. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent
holonomy. If M is a complète affine nilmanifold the inclusion of the complex of
polynomial exterior forms into the de Rham complex induces an isomorphism on
cohomology.

In Theorem 8.4 below a converse resuit is proved.
The proof of 8.1 relies on the theorem of Nomizu [33] (see also Raghunathan

[47]) which identifies the real cohomology of a compact nilmanifold F\G with the

cohomology of left-invariant differential forms on G. Therefore it suffices to prove
that when G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group with left-invariant
complète affine structure, then every left-invariant tensor field on G is polynomial
in affine coordinates. Now such a structure on G is defined by a simply transitive
affine action of G on the vector space E; and left-invariant tensor fields on G
correspond «(G)-invariant tensor fields on E. Therefore it is enough to prove:

8.2. THEOREM. Let G be a nilpotent Lie group and a : G -» Aff (E) a

simply transitive affine action. Then every a(G)-invariant tensor field on E is

polynomial.

Let a be as in 8.2; then by Theorem 1.5 a(G) is a unipotent subgroup of
Aff (E) c: GL (E xR). Thus a (G) is a connected unipotent group of matrices. It is

well known that such a group is a unipotent algebraic group, and in a unique way.
On algebraic groups there is a natural notion of an algebraic tensor field.

The algebraic structure on G can be made explicit as follows. The exponential

map exp : © -* G is a diffeomorphism, as is its inverse log : G —> ©. The Lie
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algebra ©, being a vector space, has a natural structure as an algebraic variety.
The maps exp and log are isomorphisms of algebraic varieties.

It is easy to see that every left-invariant tensor field on G is algebraic, that is,

it is polynomial in the coordinates defined by exp. What we hâve to prove is that it
is also polynomial in the coordinates defined by the developing map

D.G-+E, D(g) a(g)(0)

defined by évaluation at the origin. To this end we prove:

8.3. PROPOSITION. The developing map D : G -» E is an isomorphism of
algebraic varieties. In particular the composite maps

and

are polynomial

Proof. As remarked above, a : G -» a (G) is an isomorphism of algebraic

groups. Now D is the composition of a with the map

Aff(E)-*E, g^g(O)

which is evidently algebraic. This proves that D : G —> E is algebraic.
To prove that D"1 : E —» G is algebraic we induct on dim G dim E. The

case dim G 0 is trivial.
Let À : G —» GL (E) be the linear part of a ; clearly À is algebraic.
Since À is unipotent there exists a nonzero linear functional ifr : E —> R which

is A-invariant. Thus if geG then ^a(g)(x)-^(x) ^D(g) for ail xeE. It
follows easily that i^°D defines a homomorphism G -> R. Let G! dénote the
kernel of this homomorphism and let E1 Kert(f. Clearly a(Gx) acts simply
transitively on Ex.

Suppose, inductively, that the inverse map f1:E1-^>G1 to D1 D\Gl is

algebraic. The homomorphism G -> jR has a left-inverse so we may write G as a

semidirect product G G1xJ{gt}teIi where f»->gf is a one-parameter subgroup of
G which acts on EIEX by translation by t. Thus in a basis of E containing a basis
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of Eu a(gt) is représentée! by

I"

o(0 i r(oirp(oi
:oT.-.-.hlT

where Q : R —> GL (Er) and r, p : R —> Et are polynomial maps. Define

f :E10R E-> G by

Clearly / is a composition of algebraic maps and hence algebraic. Furthermore for
feR and heGu

foD(gth) f(a(gt)D(h)) f((Q(t)D(h) + p(r), 0)
& * /i(O(- t)((Q(t)D(h) + p(r)) - p(0)) & • /i(D(h)) gth

so that / is inverse to D. Thus D1 is algebraic, and the proof of 8.3 is complète.
QED.

Now that 8.3 has been established, 8.2 and 8.1 are conséquences because of
Nomizu's theorem, as explained above.

Remark. In gênerai we do not know a sharp bound on the degree of a

left-invariant tensor field. A (probably crude) bound can be obtained by estimat-
ing the degrees of polynomials in the proof of 8.3. In the notation of 8.3 we hâve
algebraic maps

f:E-+G, Q : R -* GL(E1)9 P : R -> Ex.

We give R and Et their natural vector space structure; thus deg p is well-defined.
From the définition of p it is easy to compute that

deg p^n— dim E.

We give GL (Ex) matrix coordinates coming from linear coordinates on Et. Then
deg Q is well-defined and one sees easily that deg Q < n — 1. Now G is a subgroup
of Aff (E). In a natural way Aff (E) cGL(ExR), and we give GL (ExR) matrix
coordinates. Thus deg/ is defined; and deg/! is defined similarly. From the
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formula

taken from the proof of 8.3, we find

deg /< (deg /î)(deg O + deg p) < (deg fx)(2n -1).

By induction on n we get

Now let X be a left-invariant vector field on G, considered as an a(G)-
invariant vector field X : E —> E. Let x e E; set f(x) geG. Then

X(x) X(D o/(x)) X(D(g)) X(a(g)(0)) A(g)X(0).

Thus X(x) A(f(x))X(0). This expresses X : E -> E as the composition

where h is évaluation at X(0). It is clear that A and h both hâve degree 1. Thus
deg X< deg /. Similarly the degree of a left-invariant 1-form is bounded by deg /.

It follows that if T is a left-invariant (p, q)-tensor field on G then as a tensor
field on E

It would be interesting to hâve a sharper bound. In Fried [4] there is an

example where a 4-dimensional G has a left-invariant vector field of degree 5. If
dim G<4, however, every left-invariant tensor of type (p, q) has degree <2(p +
q) (see [13]).

We note that for any Lie group with left-invariant affine structure, ail

righf-invariant vector fields are polynomial of degree <1 since in affine coordi-
nates they generate 1-parameter subgroups of Aff (E), so they are affine vector
fields on E.

The foliowing theorems complément 6.11 and 7.1 by characterizing compact
complète affine nilmanifolds in terms of differential forms.
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8.4. THEOREM. Let M be a compact affine manifold with nilpotent affine
holonomy group. Then the following conditions are équivalent:

(a) M is a complète affine nilmanifold.
(b) M is orientable and every de Rham cohomology class is represented by a

polynomial differential form.
(c) M has a polynomial volume form.
(d) M has a parallel volume form.

Proof. Theorem 8.1 shows that (a)=>(b). Clearly (b)^>(c); and 6.11, 7.1 show
that (d)^>(a).

We must show that (c)=>(d). If the linear holonomy is unipotent (d) is obvious.
We shall prove that if the linear holonomy is not unipotent there is no polynomial
volume form.

Dénote the affine holonomy by a : ir —» Aff (JB) and the linear holonomy by
A : 7T -» GL (E). Let E Eu®F be the Fitting splitting of A. We assume À is not
unipotent, i.e., F^O. Since M has a volume form, M is orientable. By 6.5 there
exists gi g 7T such that \{gi) \ F is a contraction. Since A(tt) | Ev is unipotent, and
Det A(g!)>0 because M is orientable, we have

Fix xoe£ It foliows from the unipotence of A(g!) on Ev and the contracting
of A(gx) on F that there is a polynomial p in one variable such that for ail m >0,
l«(gi)m*ol^p(m).

Suppose that 6 is a polynomial n-form on E invariant under the affine
holonomy a(ir). Let jul be a nonzero parallel n-form on E and write 0(x) /(x)/m
where / : E -» R is a polynomial. Then 6(x) (Det A(g) • 6(a(g)x) for ail

g€ir, so f(x) (DetA(g))/(a(g)x) particular, for ail m>0, f(x)
(DetA(gl))m/(a(girx), or

Since / is a polynomial, l/(a(gi)mx0) is bounded in absolute value by a polynomial
q(m) (which dépends on x). Hence

|/(xo)| ^ Ômq(m) for ail m > 0.

Since 0 < 8 < 1, it follows that /(x0) is zéro. As x0 was arbitrary, this complètes the

proof of Theorem 8.4.
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It is to be noted that Auslander [4] and Auslander-Markus [10] hâve

constructed many examples of compact complète affine-nilmanifolds having paral-
lel Lorentz metrics. See also Milnor [31] for additional examples.
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